
L@@K WILLOWBROOK MASQUERADE
Price: £550.00   (excl VAT)
Sire: BECK BROW THE INSTIGATOR
Dam: WILLOWBROOK TOOTY FROOTY
Type: Young Male (Intact)
Breed Type: Huacaya
Colour: Dark Brown
Registered With: Registered with the B.A.S.

Registration Number: BNBAS17819
Ear Tag: WBRBASUK147
Microchip: 977200010445581
Blood Lineage: SNOWMASS/BOZEDOWN/BECK BROW
Date of Birth: 1st July 2023

L@@K WILLOWBROOK MASQUERADE

Dark Brown - Huacaya

BECK BROW THE INSTIGATOR

(Dark Brown (Solid Colour))

WILLOWBROOK TOOTY FROOTY

(Dark Fawn (Solid Colour) - Huacaya)

Beck Brow On The Money (Solid Dark Brown)

Beck Brow Seventh Heaven (Solid Light Brown)

Snowmass Sizlin Hot (Solid Light Brown)

Willowbrook Alice (Solid Mid Fawn)

Timbertop CT Goldmine ET of Beck Brow

Bozedown Campari

Waradene St Patrick of EPC (Imp)

Bozedown Magic Charm

Quechuan Frottle of ARU(Imp)

Collabear Cleopatra

5Peruvian Red Hot

Snowmass Golden Serenity

Description: 

Willowbrook Masquerade is a gorgeous, solid dark brown, intact juvenile huacaya male. His sire is Beck Brow The
Instigator, who won Champion Brown male at the National Show in 2022, and his dam is a Snowmass Sizlin Hot
daughter who won two firsts and a Reserve Champion when she was shown.

A trade mark of all Beck Brow The Instigator’s progeny, Masquerade has perfect conformation, and stands on a strong
and correct frame. He has the distinctive teddy bear head type typical of his Grand sire Beck Brow on the Money, and
passed down by his son the Instigator. Another typical feature is great density and coverage, as well as a long staple
length.

Masquerade is undoubtedly a good looking male, with a super fleece, but he also has a lovely temperament! He would
be equally suited to a home with someone who has an interest in crafts (spinning, knitting or felting) as his fleece would
make a high quality yarn, or as a companion animal, due to his particularly gentle and intelligent character. 

He has been birth notified, so is eligible, subject to the rules in force at the time, for full registration as a potential stud in



the future.

Alpacas are herd animals and should be kept in a group of preferably at least three or more for their own well-being. We
would ideally like to sell Masquerade with a number of his field mates as they have an established bond. A discount
package is available purchasing a group (please refer to the other listings from Willowbrook Alpacas).

Contact Hannah on 07514 672147
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